
Approved for Parole 51,187
Denied for Parole 110,328

FY2011 Total Decisions Made 161,515

Weeks in a year 52.0 weeks

Minus 6 (3 vacation, 3 Holidays) 46.0 work weeks

Times 5 days a Week - total work days 230.0 work days per year

Times 6 hours per day (minus 2 for lunch & breaks), equals 1,380.0 work hours per year

Equals Work Minutes Per Year 82,800.0 work minutes per year

FY2009 Total Number of Votes 163,575
Divided by 20 Officers and Commissioners 8,178  votes per Officer/Commissioner per year

Divided by 46 working weeks equals 178  votes per week (46 week period)
or 35  votes per DAY

82,800 minutes divided by 8,178 votes, equals 10.1  minutes consideration per vote

One cast 10,628 votes in FY2009, which equals 231  votes per week (46 week period)
or 46  votes per day

82,800 minutes divided by 10,628 votes, equals 7.7  minutes consideration per vote

One cast 2,555 votes in FY2009, which equals 55.5  votes per week (46 week period)
or 11.1  votes per day

82,800 minutes divided by 2,555 votes, equals 32.4  minutes consideration per vote

One cast 1,102 votes in FY2009, which equals 23.9  votes per week (46 week period)
or 4.7  votes per day

82,800 minutes divided by 1,102 votes, equals 75.1  minutes consideration per vote
Highest approval rate - nearly double the approval rate of ALL the others!

First Observation:  in a perfect world, ONE hour of consideration per vote would take 118.5 work years

BPP FY2009 FULL Report:  www.TDCJ.state.tx.us/bpp/publications/AR%20FY%202009.pdf

Second Observation:  EVERY prison in TDCJ has 500+ work years of experience, some 1,000+ work years

Texas Board of Pardons and Paroles FY2009 Report - pages 18 & 22
in a perfect world - fantastic work measures

Seven Officers and Thirteen Commissioners 

Perfect World Time Calculations
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BPP FY2009 FULL Report alternative site:   www.PreciousHeart.net/PBB-FY2009-Full-Report.pdf

Chart #2:  PBB 10-Minute Decisions

Third Observation:  100 prisons' 75,000 work years could equal 632 hours per vote for FY2009!

Interpreted by Michael G. Maness - Maness3@att.net

www.PreciousHeart.net/100000-Moms.pdf
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Time spent per case made a huge difference in approval rate … 

One Conclusion:  variety of percentages of approvals & denials in FY2009 illustrates the intractable mystery … 
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